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Putting on a Good Show: The Staging of Department Store Window Display 

 

From the late nineteenth century, the staging of objects in the department store show 

window became increasingly sophisticated due to the window dresser’s dexterity as well as a 

host of new technical fixtures and mechanisms. This paper will explore the production value of 

window display in leading department stores in London, New York, and Chicago by examining 

advice literature, correspondence school textbooks, patent records, period reviews, and surviving 

photographs. The window dresser’s completed assemblages often came across as fanciful and 

chaotic due to dramatic effects of light and color or a playful theme. However, period 

guidebooks and shop fitter catalogues reveal the technical framework, manual labor, and precise 

engineering required to fabricate a calculated artistic result.  

An evaluation of the on-site construction of display will offer an interpretation of the 

show window as a celebration of both mechanical innovation and careful handcraftsmanship. In 

America and Britain, visible technology in the form of lighting effects, revolving stands, and the 

use of automatons were instant attractions. Louis Sullivan designed the windows of the 

Schlesinger and Mayer department store in Chicago to allow for the wiring for such mechanical 

fittings. Swan and Edgar in London showed moving wax figures. Patented devices, by leading 

dressers such as Frank L. Carr, offered technical proficiency with climate and glare control.  

Ambitious arrangements of handkerchiefs requiring hand-folding techniques received gold 

medals from the retail trade press on both sides of the Atlantic. Accounts of women shopping in 

the West End of London reveal that consumers were appreciative of the dresser’s manual draping 



techniques, such as those outlined in The Koester School Book of Drapes. The window dresser 

therefore conveyed the store’s up-to-date reputation by employing his personal expertise and 

engaging the aid of technology in order to choreograph continual transformation of the show 

window’s contents. 


